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The Animal-speak Pocket Guide is a companion to the best selling Animal-speak and Animal-wise.

It contains a dictionary of abbreviated meaning and messages of more than 50 animals. This

portable guide will enable readers to begin uncovering the meaning of their animal encounters

wherever they go. Initial guidance is readily at hand until deeper study can be done.
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I wasn't familiar with Ted Andrews before I bought this book but I had previously purchased a

similarly themed book by another author. This little guide was so much more precise and accurate

that I have been carrying it with me everywhere. Actually I now leave it in my car when I go to work

because co-workers saw it and have asked to borrow it and I don't want to part with it! I especially

love that it includes amphibians and insects, something that I hadn't found in other books.

Chances are you are already familiar with Ted Andrews or you wouldn't be eye-balling this book.

Especially and nicely condensed information to have handy wherever you go. We all have these

animal encounters, sought or accidental, and we know there's a message for us. For those who

never intend to step foot in the 'wild' these animal encounters can also be on billboards, mag ads,

friend's comments, and the message is still valid. Be prepared to know what it is.

I was delighted to see this pocket version of Teds bigger book. I find it much more useful and easy

to locate information quickly.



I know my Animal Totems pretty well, but sometimes you're out and about and you don't remember

what Blue Jay or Beaver means and you don't have your books on hand. It's nice to have a small

Pocket-Guide to jog your memory until you can read the full information later when you're at home.

Great to have, and I always carry mine!

This is a very handy little book. I find that I leave my regular Animals Speak on the book shelf until I

need to reference an animal or situation. I found this pocket guide about a week ago at a local

metaphysical store and I really like it. I find that I keep it in the car or close by and I reference it

frequently until I can get home and look at things in more detail. This guide is very convenient and is

well worth buying. You might want to considering buying this for a friend as it would make a great

gift.

This little book is adequate for my needs when I'm not in the house. I enjoy nature and do hike, bike

and the like.

Many times I have wanted and needed to know the meaning of an animal message and this pocket

guide is fabulous for throwing in your car, suitcase or purse. While the overall message is much

shorter than his other books, this gives you the main essence. Very helpful on a recent trip to

Mexico.

Pocket sized, easy to carry around, fun and informative. I keep my copy in the glove box when out

and aboutanswers immediate questions until I can get home and do further research. the only

reason it is not afive star is its limited review of each animal, but great for a quick answer!
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